
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The project creation of robotic arm always a huge cost, here in this project

author  will  try to  make a simple robotic  arm project with affordable fees and

originally hand-made. This project uses plywood, continuous servo, motor servos

sg90,  infrared obstacle avoidance sensor module, and arduino for controlling all

jobs.

As for controlling the robotic arm this project use the servo connected to

the arduino microcontroler. 1Servo motors are small in size but pack a big punch

and are very energy-efficient. These features allow them to be used to operate

remote-controlled  or  radio-controlled  toy  cars,  robots  and  airplanes.  Servo

motors are also used in industrial applications, robotics, in-line manufacturing,

pharmaceutics and food services. Servo motor used for robotic arm this is servo

servo, the reason for selecting the continuous because it can spin 360°.

The workings of the servo motor is to controlled the arm by sending an

electrical pulse of variable width. A servo motor can usually only turn 90 ° in

either for a total of 180 ° movement. Generally there are two types of the servo

motor  on  the  market:  180  rotation  servo  motor  and  servo  rotation  360⁰

continuous. Standard servo motor (servo rotation 180 ) is the most common type⁰

of servo motor, where the round shaft output limited to just 90  towards right and⁰

left  towards 90 . In other words the total rotational just a half circle or 180 .⁰ ⁰

Continuous rotation servo motor is a type of servo motor which is actually the

same as the standard type of servo rotation, just that its axis without constraints or

in other words can spin constantly, either to the right or left.

1 Zona Elektro, (“Motor Servo”), http://zonaelektro.net/motor-servo/
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For that reason in the final project authors is making a robot arm model

with  four  degree of  freedom (dof)  which has  two fingers  gripper  clamp.  This

project is  using the Arduino Uno for controlling all movements of the arm. 

1.2 Scope
The scopes of the project are:

1.  The movements  of  the robot  arm are made with  servo motor  therefore  the

movement of the robotic arm slow and underpowered.

2. The movements of the robot arm are made without calculating the moments of

inertia and torque (Dynamics)  so in a weight that can be lifted limited.

3. Can only move the items with the special form from one coordinate to another

coordinate.

4. Container only can compute the number of items inserted by the robot arm into

containers then will be displayed and forwarded into iot server Mosquito.

1.3 Objective
The purpose of the creation of this project is to design a robot arm model

and learn how does a robot arm work.
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